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Rievan Ardian Yuda Dewantara
ABSTRACT

Rievan Ardian Yuda Dewantara, 2016, Making News Script and Writing and Broadcasting Article in RRI Surakarta, English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Sciences, Sebelas Maret University.

The objective of this final project is to describe the activities of the writer as a news script and article maker and broadcaster in RRI Surakarta focusing on the role of translation. The internship was from on 18 January until 6 February 2016. Based on the experience during the internship, this final project describes the way how to make a news script for Morning English News program and article for English for You program based on the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) of RRI Surakarta. This final project also describes how to broadcast an article.
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   c. Choosing Word and Effective Sentences
   d. Translating Technical Terms and Unfamiliar Words

B. Making Article for English for You Program

1. Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in Writing Article

2. Format of Writing the Article

3. Difficulties in Writing Articles

C. Broadcasting the Article

1. Pronunciation Problem

2. Intonation Problem
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A. Conclusion

B. Recommendation
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2. The Students of Diploma III of English Diploma Program

3. RRI Surakarta
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